Abstract. Solutions to reflection quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations are constructed as bilateral sums involving "off-shell" Bethe vectors in case when the reflection matrix is diagonal and only the 2-dimensional representation of Uq( sl 2 ) is involved. We also consider their rational and classical degenerations.
Introduction
Let us start with a short historical outline of events which led to the reflection quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (qKZ) equations.
1.1.
Integrable systems with reflecting boundary conditions. The integrability of classical and quantum field theories in 1 + 1-dimensional space time is sensitive to boundary conditions. A model which is integrable for periodic boundary conditions may not be integrable for Dirichlet or other boundary conditions. Integrability of classical and quantum field theories is intrinsically related to the Yang-Baxter equation and related algebraic structures. Integrable boundary conditions have been studied in the late '70s and early '80s (see references in [40] ). Corresponding algebraic structures were outlined by Cherednik [8] where he introduced the reflection equation and constructed some of its solutions, and in Sklyanin's work [40] where he constructed a family of integrable spin chains with the diagonal reflection matrices from [8] . In the same paper [40] Sklyanin constructed eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the corresponding transfer matrix.
Another important relevant development was Cardy's work on boundary conformal field theories [6] where he described boundary conditions in conformal field theories which would retain conformal symmetry.
After these initial successes the study of integrable boundary conditions continued and took new heights with many important developments happened in the 90s.
In the paper [26] vertex operators for quantum affine sl 2 were used to construct correlation functions. One of the results was the observation that matrix elements of vertex operators with respect to boundary states satisfy a reflection qKZ equation from [7] . As a result solutions corresponding to the level one representation of quantum affine sl 2 were described explicitly. For the latest developments in this direction see [46] . See also [30] for an overview of various results on reflection qKZ equations, vertex operators and construction of solutions to the reflection qKZ using the realization of vertex operators by a Heisenberg algebra (bosonization).
Integrable boundary conditions for quantum field theories in the context of factorized scattering were studied in [24] and [13] . One of the important results of this is the relation between integrable quantum field theories with reflecting boundary conditions and boundary conformal field theories. In a similar way the integrability of line defects was studied in [14] . A comprehensive analysis of form factors in integrable field theories with reflecting boundary conditions was done in [3] .
Another interesting development was the relation between combinatorial problems such as alternating sign matrices and enumeration of plane partitions. It appears that polynomial solutions to the reflection qKZ equation play an important role there [15] . In the same paper all relevant polynomial solutions to the reflection qKZ equation were constructed.
1.2. qKZ equations and their solutions. The Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equations were discovered in [29] as a system of differential equations which defines conformal blocks in the Wess-Zumino-Witten conformal field theory. A representation theoretical interpretation of KZ equations as differential equations for intertwiners between certain representation of affine Kac-Moody algebras was given in [45] .
Examples of quantum KZ (qKZ) equations first appeared in works of Smirnov [41] as fundamental equations for form-factors in integrable quantum field theories. In [22] these equations were derived from representation theory of quantum affine algebras.
Solutions to KZ equations can be found by various methods. The representation theoretical interpretation of KZ equations gives a natural construction of solutions as matrix elements of vertex operators. These matrix elements can be computed using various convenient realizations of highest weights representations of corresponding affine Lie algebras. Wakimoto type representations, also known as bosonic realizations, are particularly important. These representations are infinite dimensional versions of the action of the Lie algebra on sections of a line bundle over the flag variety G/B, i.e. of the Borel-Weil-Bott constructions, see [21] for details. Bosonic realizations give integral formulae for solutions to Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations. For detailed analysis of these integral formulae and for references see [39] . For details on how these integral formulae are related to representation theory see [17] and references therein.
These integral realizations involve "off-shell" Bethe vectors for Gaudin integrable systems [1, 37] . Similar construction of solutions to the qKZ equations involving Bethe vectors for the corresponding spin chains and Jackson integrals was found in [34] for quantum affine sl 2 . It was immediately generalized to quantum affine sl n in [44] . It is natural to expect that similar constructions exist for all simple Lie algebras and that they are particularly simple for classical Lie algebras for which Bethe vectors were constructed in [35, 36] . However it seems that this has not been done yet. In this paper we construct solutions of the reflection qKZ equations using off-shell Bethe vectors [40] for the corresponding spin chain with reflecting boundary conditions for diagonal boundary matrices and for two-dimensional representations of quantum sl 2 . We discuss generalizations in the Conclusion.
1.3.
Cherednik's reflection qKZ equations. Root system generalizations of the classical and quantum KZ equations were constructed by Cherednik [10, 7] . It depends on a so called classical or quantum R-matrix datum, which can be associated to an arbitrary affine root system. If the underlying affine root system is of type A then Cherednik's [7] qKZ equations contain the Smirnov-FrenkelReshetikhin [41, 22] qKZ equations as special cases. Reflection qKZ equations [7, §5 ] are Cherednik's qKZ equations associated to affine root systems of type B,C and D.
Representations of affine Hecke algebras produce quantum affine R-matrices [7, 11] . The double affine Hecke algebra plays an important role in this procedure. In case of principal series representations, the solutions of the associated qKZ equations are in one-to-one correspondence with suitable classes of common eigenfunctions of Macdonald q-difference operators [11, 12, 42] . This correspondence explains the role of the Macdonald theory in the construction of polynomial solutions of qKZ equations in the context of the Razumov-Stroganov conjectures, cf., e.g., [33, 28, 27 ].
Cherednik's theory relates to spin chains when the quantum affine R-matrix datum consists of linear operators on W 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ W N for suitable vector spaces W i and the bulk R-matrices are given in terms of solutions R ij (x) ∈ End(W i ⊗ W j ) (i = j) of the quantum Yang-Baxter equations
2 with R ij (x) the R-matrix obtained from the two-dimensional evaluation representation of quantum sl 2 . This R-matrix also arises from a finite Hecke algebra (of type
This action can be extended to an affine Hecke algebra action on C 2 ⊗N in various ways, thus leading to various extensions of the bulk R-matrices to a full quantum affine R-matrix datum. For instance, it can be extended to an action of the affine Hecke algebra of type C N , turning C 2 ⊗N into a principal series module. In this case the associated quantum affine R-matrix datum is determined by the R-matrix and two non-diagonal solutions of the associated reflection equation (so called K-matrices). It provides a link between reflection qKZ equations associated to the spin-1 2 XXZ chain with non-diagonal reflecting boundary conditions and Koornwinder polynomials, see [27] .
In this paper we construct solutions of the reflection qKZ equations when the quantum R-matrix datum of affine type C N is constructed from the R-matrix of the spin-1 2 XXZ or XXX chain and the K-matrices are taken to be Cherednik's [8] diagonal solutions of the associated reflection equations. As far as we know the corresponding quantum affine R-matrix datum does not arise from an action of the affine Hecke algebra of type C N on C 2 ⊗N .
1.4.
The reflection qKZ equations. We formulate the reflection qKZ equations [7, §5] in case the quantum affine R-matrix datum arises from a single R-matrix R(x) and two K-matrices K ± (x). We thus assume that R(x) is a linear operator on W ⊗ W depending meromorphically on x ∈ C satisfying the quantum Yang-Baxter equation
as linear operators on W ⊗3 , where we use the well known leg notation for linear operators acting on tensor product spaces. The K ± (x) are linear operators on W depending meromorphically on x ∈ C and satisfying the reflection equations
as linear operators on W ⊗ W . We define for r = 1, . . . , N transport matrices A r (t; τ ) as the linear operators
on W ⊗N , depending meromorphically on t ∈ C N . The reflection qKZ equations are the following compatible system of difference equations
N and e r is the r-th standard basis vector in C N .
1.5. The main result. We found the following formula for solutions to the reflection qKZ equations (1.5) when W = C 2 , R(x) is the R-matrix of the spin-
XXZ or XXX chain, and the K-matrices K ± (x) are taken to be Cherednik's [8] diagonal solutions K ξ± (x) of the associated reflection equations (1.3), which have an additional degree of freedom ξ ± ∈ C (see Section 2). This R-matrix R(x) is Psymmetric, R 21 (x) = R(x), hence the two reflection equations (1.3) are the same.
Let B ξ− (x; t) be the suitably rescaled and normalized upper-right matrix element of the reflection quantum monodromy operator (see section 2.2) and assume that g ξ+,ξ− (x), h(x) and F (x) are meromorphic functions in x ∈ C satisfying the functional equations
where either b(x) = λ sinh(νx) (XXZ spin chain case) or b(x) = λx (XXX spin chain case) for some λ, ν ∈ C × . Let (e + , e − ) be the standard basis of C 2 . Fix generic x 0 ∈ C M and suppose that the C 2 ⊗N -valued sum
converges mero-uniformly in t ∈ C N . Then f M is a meromorphic solution of the reflection qKZ equations (1.5).
We will describe the functions g ξ+,ξ− (x), h(x) and F (x) explicitly (up to a doubly periodic function) in terms of q-Gamma functions (XXZ spin chain case) and Gamma functions (XXX spin chain case) respectively. We will also give an explicit parameter domain for which the bilateral series mero-uniformly converge.
1.6. The outline of the paper. In Section 2 we recall the definition of the spin- 1 2 XXX and XXZ chain R-matrices, fix uniform notations and recall the definition of the diagonal reflection matrices and the basic operations of the R-and K-matrices. In the same section we recall the definition of monodromy operators and reflection monodromy operators and Sklyanin's [40] construction of the Bethe vectors which produce the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the reflection transfer operators. In Section 3 we formulate the reflection qKZ equations and describe the main results in detail. We also discuss in Section 3 the simple special case that the R-matrix is the identity operator, in which case the solutions are related to well known bilateral sum evaluation formulas (Bailey's [2] 6 ψ 6 summation formula for the XXZ spin chain and Dougall's [16] 5 H 5 summation formula for the XXX spin chain). In Section 4 algebraic properties of the reflection monodromy operators, essential for the proof of the main result, are derived. The proof of the main theorem is given in Section 5. In the conclusion we outline some open problems and the work in progress. In Appendix 7 we analyse reflection KZ equations, obtained as the formal τ → 0 limit of the reflection qKZ equations, and derive explicit integral solutions.
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2. R-and K-matrices and the reflection monodromy operator 2.1. R-and K-matrices. Let (e + , e − ) be a fixed ordered basis of C 2 . We represent linear operators on C 2 by 2 × 2-matrices with respect to (e + , e − ), and linear operators on C 2 ⊗ C 2 by 4 × 4-matrices with respect to the ordered basis (e + ⊗ e + , e + ⊗ e − , e − ⊗ e + , e − ⊗ e − ) of C 2 ⊗ C 2 . For a given nonzero meromorphic function b in one variable set
We view R(x; η) as a linear operator on C 2 ⊗ C 2 depending meromorphically on the variables x and η. We use the standard tensor leg notation for linear operators on tensor product spaces. a. b satisfies the functional equation
as meromorphic functions in the variables x, y, η. b. R(x; η) satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation
as linear operators on C 2 ⊗ C 2 ⊗ C 2 depending meromorphically on x, y, η, with the tensor legs labelled by 1, 2, 3 from left to right.
We fix from now on a nonzero meromorphic function b in one variable satisfying the functional equation (2.2). Then either b(x) = λx for some λ ∈ C × or b(x) = λ sinh(νx) for some λ, ν ∈ C × (cf., e.g., [5] ). The associated R-matrix R(x; η) is, up to normalization, either the R-matrix associated to the spin-1 2 XXX chain or the R-matrix associated to the spin- • Regularity: R(0; η) = P , where P is the permutation operator on
• Unitarity: R(x; η)R(−x; η) = id; this motivates our choice of normalization.
• P -symmetry: R 21 (x; η) := P R 12 (x; η)P = R 12 (x; η).
• T -symmetry: R(x; η) T = R(x; η).
• Crossing symmetry:
where
and T r indicates the (partial) transpose in the tensor leg labelled by r.
For the given R-matrix (2.1), a K-matrix is a 2 × 2-matrix K(x) depending meromorphically on x ∈ C which satisfies the reflection equation
as operator-valued meromorphic functions in the variables x, y, η. In this paper we focus on diagonal nonsingular K-matrices. Upon normalization we may and will restrict to K(x) of the form
It is easy to check that the 2 × 2-matrix K(x) satisfies the reflection equation (2.5) if and only if
as meromorphic functions in x and y. Note that the condition (2.7) is independent of η. We readily obtain Lemma 2.2. Suppose b is a nonzero meromorphic function satisfying (2.2). Let α be a nonzero meromorphic function. Then the following is a complete list of solutions of (2.7).
We take α(x) =
b(ξ+x) in the sequel (the other solutions are special cases or limit cases), and we treat ξ as an additional free parameter in the theory. The corresponding K-matrix
goes back to [8] .
Note that the identity (2.7) capturing the fact that K ξ (x) satisfies the reflection equation (2.5) becomes
The diagonal K-matrix K ξ (x) satisfies the reflection crossing symmetry (2.10)
where Tr 1 is the partial trace over the first tensor component of C 2 ⊗ C 2 . In fact, (2.10) follows from the identity
which is a direct consequence of the fundamental identity (2.2). The reflection crossing symmetry (2.10) coincides with the boundary reflection crossing in [24, (3.35) ]. Note furthermore that the conditions (2.8) and (2.9) capturing the reflection equation are consequences of (2.11).
Monodromy operators.
Let S N be the symmetric group in N letters. Set V := C 2 ⊗N and t := (t 1 , . . . , t N ). For w ∈ S N define the linear operator T w (x; t) on C 2 ⊗ V by
(from now on copies of the auxiliary space C 2 will always be labelled by 0's). The matrix coefficients are linear operators on V , obtained by representing T w (x; t) as 2 × 2-matrix with respect to the ordered basis (e + , e − ) of the auxiliary space C 2 . Note that
with the pseudo-vacuum vector (2.13) Ω := e ⊗N + ∈ V. The monodromy operator is T (x; t) := T e (x; t) with e ∈ S N the neutral element. We will also use the notations A(x; t) = A e (x; t), . . . , D(x; t) = D e (x; t) (the dependence on N is implicitly captured by the number of rapidities, t = (t 1 , . . . , t N )).
Note that for N = 1,
14)
The operators T w (x; t) satisfy the fundamental commutation relations
as linear operators on C 2 ⊗ C 2 ⊗ V (with the first and second tensor leg labelled by 0 and 0 ′ , respectively). Here T w,0 (x; t) is acting on the first and third tensor leg and T w,0 ′ (x; t) on the second and third tensor leg.
We set for w ∈ S N ,
is the reflection monodromy operator [40] associated to the K-matrix K ξ . The operators U ξ w (x; t) satisfy the fundamental commutation relations
3. The reflection quantum KZ equations and its solutions 3.1. The reflection quantum KZ equations. Recall from the introduction that Cherednik's [7] reflection quantum KZ equations with step-size τ ∈ C × associated to our particular choice
with the transport operator
A r (t; ξ + , ξ − ; τ ) the linear operator on V = C 2 ⊗N defined by
The compatibility of the difference equations (3.1) follows from the consistency conditions
of the transport operators (r, s = 1, . . . , N ). Note that the pseudo-vacuum vector Ω is a constant solution of the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1).
The formulation of the main result. Set for
By the commutation relations (2.16) for the reflection monodromy operator we have
and write B ξ (x; t) = B ξ e (x; t) and B ξ,(M) (x; t) = B ξ,(M) e (x; t). This renormalization of B ξ (x; t) is motivated by the symmetries of the repeated actions of B ξ (·; t) on the pseudo-vacuum vector Ω, to be discussed in detail in Section 4.
We use the following notion of mero-uniformly convergent sums (cf. [38] ). We formulate it here for scalar-valued functions; the extension to V -valued functions is obvious.
M be a discrete subset and w(x; t) (x ∈ C) a weight function with values depending meromorphically on t ∈ C N . Suppose that for all t 0 ∈ C N , there exists an open neighbourhood U t0 ⊂ C N of t 0 and a nonzero holomorphic function v t0 on U t0 such that (1) v t0 (t)w(x; t) is holomorphic in t ∈ U t0 for all x ∈ C, (2) the sum x∈C v t0 (t)w(x; t) is absolutely and uniformly convergent for t ∈ U t0 . Then there exists a unique meromorphic function f (t) in t ∈ C N satisfying
for t ∈ U t0 and t 0 ∈ C N . We will write
and we will say that the sum converges mero-uniformly.
The following main result of the paper is the analogue of [34, Thm. 1.4] to the setup of the reflection quantum KZ equations. Given a meromorphic function h : C → C we use the shorthand notation h(x ± y) := h(x + y)h(x − y). Theorem 3.2. Let ξ + , ξ − ∈ C and let g ξ+,ξ− , h and F be meromorphic functions in one variable satisfying the functional equations
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Section 5.
3.3.
The special case M = 1 and η = 0. Since R(x; 0) = id C 2 ⊗C 2 the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1) reduce for η = 0 to the decoupled set of difference equations
In view of Theorem 3.2 we take a meromorphic function g η=0 ξ+,ξ− satisfying
(note that we can take h ≡ 1 ≡ F for η = 0) and we consider the resulting sum
Provided mero-uniform convergence, Theorem 3.2 claims that it should satisfy the η = 0 reduction (3.4) of the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1). Since H
for the bilateral sum H(t; ξ + , ξ − ). We now detail the proof of (3.7), which illustrates nicely the subtleties also occurring in the general proof of Theorem 3.2.
The affine Weyl group W of type A 1 is the Coxeter group with generators γ 0 , γ 1 and relations γ 2 0 = e = γ 2 1 . Let W act on C by γ 0 (t) = −t + τ and γ 1 (t) = −t.
Note that (γ 0 γ 1 )(t) = t + τ . Let {C ξ+,ξ− w } w∈W be the W -cocycle of meromorphic functions on C characterized by the properties (u, v ∈ W ),
The cocycle {C ξ+,ξ− w } w∈W gives rise to a twisted W -action on the space of meromorphic functions on C by
Proof. It suffices to prove the γ 1 ·-and γ 0 ·-invariance of H(t; ξ + , ξ − ), which are the respective statements
due to the reflection crossing symmetry identity (2.11). It follows that (3.10) which immediately implies the γ 1 ·-invariance of H(t; ξ + , ξ − ).
To prove the γ 0 ·-invariance of H(t; ξ + , ξ − ) we write
and we replace in the expression of L + (t) the summation variable x by x − τ . Using the functional equation satisfied by g η=0 ξ+,ξ− we obtain
and consequently
By the reflection crossing symmetry identity (2.11) we have
which immediately implies the γ 0 ·-invariance of H(t; ξ + , ξ − ).
Lemma 3.3 implies
which is (3.7). Note that in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we only have used that b(x) is a nonzero meromorphic function in x ∈ C satisfying the reflection crossing symmetry identity (2.11). Note that the difference equation (3.7) is equivalent to
while Lemma 3.3 is the stronger statement that both sides of (3.11) are equal to H(t; ξ + , ξ − ). Note that (3.11) is equivalent to
The general proof of Theorem 3.2 amounts to establishing a much more involved version of (3.12).
Remark 3.4. For arbitrary M ≥ 1 it is easy to show that 
from which it now directly follows that it satisfies the associated η = 0 reduction
of the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1).
3.4. XXX spin-1 2 chain case. In this subsection we make Theorem 3.2 concrete for the initial data b(x) = x related to the XXX spin-1 2 chain case. By rescaling the summation variable we may and will assume throughout this subsection that τ = −1.
Solutions g ξ+,ξ− , h and F of the resulting functional relations can be given in terms of Gamma functions,
,
The resulting V -valued hypergeometric sum
In fact, the reflection Bethe vector B ξ−,(M) (x; t)Ω is mero-uniformly bounded (with the obvious notion of mero-uniform boundedness). This follows from (4.4) and the fact that b(x)B(x; t) is mero-uniformly bounded for x ∈ x 0 + Z (generic x 0 ). By Stirling's asymptotic formula for the Gamma function, the factors h(x i ± x j ) are bounded since ℜ(η) ≥ 0. Applying Stirling's formula to the remaining factors of the summands leads to the convergency condition (3.13).
Hence, under these assumptions on the parameters, the hypergeometric sum f M (t) is a meromorphic solution of the associated rational reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1) by Theorem 3.2.
For M = 1 and η = 0 and the associated bilateral sum H(t; ξ + , ξ − ) is
; 1 in view of (3.10), where we use the standard notation for bilateral hypergeometric series. This bilateral sum is convergent for ℜ(2ξ + +2ξ − −1) < 0. The slightly larger convergency domain compared to f 1 (t) comes from the fact that the reflection Bethe wave vector at η = 0 decays at infinity if b(x) = x, see (3.5) and (3.9). By Dougall's [16] 5 H 5 summation formula (see [2, (2. 3)] for the summation formula in the present notations),
with cst independent of t, from which the difference equation (3.7) with τ = −1 can be alternatively derived using the functional equation Γ(x + 1) = xΓ(x) of the Gamma function.
3.5. XXZ spin-1 2 chain case. In this subsection we make Theorem 3.2 concrete for the initial data b(x) = sinh(x) related to the XXZ spin-1 2 chain case. We set q := e τ and we assume throughout this subsection that ℜ(τ ) < 0, so that |q| < 1. Solutions g ξ+,ξ− , h and F of the resulting functional relations can now be given in terms of q-Gamma functions or, equivalently, in terms of q-shifted factorials
We write x 1 , . . . , x s ; q ∞ := s i=1 x i ; q ∞ for products of q-shifted factorials. As solutions of the functional equations we take
The resulting V -valued basic hypergeometric sum
Under these assumptions, the basic hypergeometric sum f M (t) is a meromorphic solution of the associated trigonometric reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1) by Theorem 3.2. For M = 1 and η = 0 the associated bilateral sum H(t; ξ + , ξ − ) (see (3.10)) is
It can be expressed as a very-well-poised 6 ψ 6 -series, which in turn can be evaluated using Bailey 
Properties of the reflection monodromy operators
In this section we express the reflection B-operator B ξ−,(M) (x; t) in terms of the operators B(x; t) and D(x; t) and we single out its explicit dependence on a fixed rapidity t r . Applied to the pseudo-vacuum vector Ω, it gives an explicit expression of Sklyanin's [40] reflection Bethe vector B ξ−,(M) (x; t)Ω in terms of the usual Bethe vectors B (M) (x; t)Ω and it gives its explicit dependence on t r . These results will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (see Section 5). 
where y  := (y 1 , . . . , y j−1 , y j+1 , . . . , y M ) and
w (y; t) := B w (y 1 ; t)B w (y 2 ; t) · · · B w (y M ; t) (we use the convention that empty products are equal to one). The commutation relations (4.1) are instrumental for the derivation of the Bethe ansatz equations of the Heisenberg XXZ spin-1 2 chain with quasi-periodic boundary conditions using the algebraic Bethe ansatz, see, e.g., [43] .
with the sum running over ǫ = (ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ M ) ∈ {±} M .
Proof. By the crossing symmetry of the R-matrix (2.4) we have
Commuting D w (y; t) and B w (x; t) using (4.1) gives
By the reflection crossing symmetry identity (2.11) this simplifies to
for the right hand side of (4.2). To prove the induction step we write for M ≥ 2,
use the induction hypothesis, and commute B (M−1) w (y; t) and D w (x; t) using (4.1). The resulting formula can be rewritten as
with the second sum running over ǫ = (ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ i−1 , ǫ i+1 , . . . , ǫ M ) ∈ {±} M−2 and with coefficient
By the reflection equation (see (2.9)) we conclude that
w , as desired.
4.2.
The action of the B-operators on the pseudo vacuum vector Ω. Write for w ∈ S N ,
as an operator on C 2 ⊗ V . Here the coefficients A w (x; t), . . . , D w (x; t) are operators on V which act trivially on the w(N )-th tensor leg of V and are independent of t w(N ) . Observe furthermore that
with A w (N ) (x; t) , . . . , D w(N ) (x; t) the operators (2.14) applied to the w(N )-th tensor leg of V . The following lemma follows from [34, Lem. 2.3] .
and J c := {1, . . . , M } \ J (by convention we regard the empty set as a subset of {1, . . . , M }).
Lemma 4.2 plays a crucial role in the construction of solutions of the FrenkelReshetikhin-Smirnov quantum KZ equations in [34] . The following formula will play a similar role for the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1).
Corollary 4.3. For M ∈ Z ≥1 and w ∈ S N we have
Proof. Combine Lemma 4.2 with Proposition 4.1 and (2.12).
Proof of Theorem 3.2
Let s r ∈ S N be the simple neighbouring transposition r ↔ r + 1 (1 ≤ r < N ). For 1 ≤ r ≤ N write e r t := (t 1 , . . . , t r−1 , −t r , t r+1 , . . . , t N ).
Lemma 5.1. For all w ∈ S N and 1 ≤ r < N , R w(r+1) w(r) (t w(r+1) − t w(r) )T w (x; t) = T wsr (x; t)R w(r+1) w(r) (t w(r+1) − t w(r) ), (t w(1) ).
Proof. The first equality follows from the Yang-Baxter equation (2.3), the second follows immediately from the first, and the third equality follows from the reflection equation (2.5).
Fix ξ + , ξ − ∈ C. The reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1) are equivalent to
with the linear operators F r (t; ξ − ) and G r (t) on V given by
and
Proof. This follows by repeated application of Lemma 5.1.
w (x i ; t). Since F r (t; ξ − ) and G r (t) are acting trivially on the auxiliary space, Corollary 5.2 implies
sr ···sN−1 (x; t + τ e r )G r (t).
Rewriting these relations in terms of B ξ− w gives the desired result.
Let C (M) ⊂ C M be a discrete subset and w (r) (x; t; ξ + , ξ − ) (x ∈ C (M) ) a weight function depending meromorphically on t ∈ C N . Provided mero-uniform convergence,
solves the reflection quantum KZ equations (5.1) iff
sr ···sN−1 (x; t + τ e r )Ω for r = 1, . . . , N in view of Corollary 5.3. Substitute (4.4) and use that B srsr+1···sN−1 (x; e r t) = B srsr+1···sN−1 (x; t) = B sr sr+1···sN−1 (x; t + τ e r ) since s r s r+1 · · · s N −1 (N ) = r and since B w (x; t) is independent of t w(N ) . It leads to the following result.
Lemma 5.4. Provided mero-uniform convergence,
for r = 1, . . . , N , where the summations are over x ∈ C (M) , ǫ ∈ {±} M and over subsets J ⊆ {1, . . . , M }.
Remark 5.5. In the current spin- y; t) , we obtain by straightforward computations,
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that
with G ξ+,ξ− (x) independent of t. If
Proof. The summands of L hw r (t; ξ + , ξ − ) and R hw r (t; ξ + , ξ − ) are the same except for the first line, which is also the only part depending on t r . Hence (5.4) is valid if for all x ∈ C (M) and all ǫ ∈ {±} M ,
The result now follows by a direct computation.
5.2.
The remaining term. We assume that
with the sum converging mero-uniformly in t ∈ C N and with weight function of the form
with G ξ+,ξ− (x) independent of t and with F satisfying
Since the ξ ± are fixed throughout this subsection, we will suppress ξ ± from the notations; in particular, we write w (M) (x; t) for w (M) (x; t; ξ + , ξ − ). By Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.4 and Remark 5.5, f M (t) satisfies the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1) if (5.2) equals (5.3) with the sum over J running over subsets of {1, . . . , M } of cardinality M − 1. This is satisfied if for 1 ≤ j ≤ M and 1 ≤ r ≤ N ,
for fixed
fixed t r := (t 1 , . . . , t r−1 , t r+1 , . . . , t N ) (generic) and fixed
where we write x  := (x 1 , . . . , x j−1 , x j+1 , . . . , x M ). Note that this relies on the specific form of the K-matrix, in particular we have used the fact that
The expressions I 1,r (t r ) and J 1,r (t r ) for M = 1 should be compared with the left and right hand side of (3.12) respectively. We fix now r ∈ {1, . . . , N } and j ∈ {1, . . . , M }, as well as ǫ  , generic t r and x  . When writing w (M) (x; t) we view it as function of (x j , t r ), with the remaining coordinates being x  and t r . Substituting (4.5) and (4.3) and using (5.5) we get after straightforward simplifications of the summands that
with the t r -independent factor
.
We now resolve the summation over ǫ j ∈ {±} for both I j,r (t r ) and J j,r (t r ) using the reflection crossing symmetry identity (2.11). For this we need the full ansatz on the weight function w (M) (x; t) as stated in Theorem 3.2; so the weight function w (M) (x; t) is assumed to be of the form (5.6) with F satisfying (5.7) and with
where g ξ+,ξ− and h are satisfying the functional equations as stated in Theorem 3.2. It implies that G ξ+,ξ− (x) satisfies
with the sums over x j ∈ x 0,j + τ Z by replacing the summation variable x j in the left hand sides of (5.11) by x j − τ and using the properties (5.6), (5.7) and (5.10) for the weight function w (M) (x; t). It follows from (5.11) that ǫj xj
, where we have used the reflection crossing symmetry identity (2.11) for the last equality of (5.12). Since
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Conclusions
Here we outline some open problems and some work in progress.
In this paper we obtained solutions to reflection qKZ equations in terms of bilateral series. The domain of convergence depends on the boundary parameters ξ ± . These formulae are expected to transform into integral solutions which are similar to the τ = 0 case (see Section 7). This is a work in progress.
In this paper we studied the reflection qKZ equations for the R-matrices corresponding to 2-dimensional irreducible representations of U q ( sl 2 ) (the six-vertex model in statistical mechanics) with diagonal reflection matrices. The general solution to the reflection equation for the six-vertex model is not diagonal. The Bethe ansatz for non-diagonal reflection matrices involves a "gauge transformation" similar to the eight-vertex model, see [20] and references from this paper. We expect that for the non-diagonal case the formulae for solutions will have a similar structure as here, but the off-shell Bethe vectors will be more involved.
Integral formulae for solutions to the KZ equations can be derived as matrix elements of vertex operators realized in a Heisenberg algebra, see for example [19, 17] . In a similar way one can obtain integral formulae for solutions to the reflection qKZ equations [25, 26, 46] . It involves bosonization and reflection boundary states. Our solutions can be obtained in a similar way and such derivation also lead to solutions expressed as integrals (not Jackson integrals) of Bethe vectors (for details of such presentations when q = 1 see [39] ). This is a work in progress.
When the level τ is an integer or a rational multiple of η and the boundary parameters ξ ± assume special values the reflection qKZ equations has a special class of "rational" solutions. In the limit η → 0 they correspond to solutions of the reflection KZ equation with rational singularities at branching points. A very special case of such solutions which is polynomial was found in [15] . Solutions describing correlation functions in the six-vertex model with reflecting boundary conditions [25] are also from this "rational" class.
The reflection qKZ equation for elliptic R-matrices describes correlation functions in the eight-vertex model and in other solvable models of statistical mechanics with elliptic parametrization of Boltzmann weights. It is natural to expect that integral formulae for solutions will involve a version of Bethe vectors constructed in [18] and in [20] .
The formulae for solutions to the reflection qKZ equations obtained in this paper generalize to the higher spin representations of U q (sl 2 ) and to highest weight representations of this algebra. The paper is in progress.
Solutions to the qKZ equation with R-matrices of U q ( sl n )-type were constructed, using off-shell Bethe vectors in [44] . However for other quantum affine Lie algebras this has not been done yet. Such a project should be relatively straightforward for classical Lie algebras where Bethe vectors were constructed in [35, 36] . It would be also nice to do it for dynamical R-matrices (SOS systems of Boltzmann weights in the language of statistical mechanics).
The limit τ → 0 is similar to the WKB-type limit for KZ and qKZ equations of type A, see [37, 44] . In this limit the leading contribution to the solution comes from critical points of the integrand and the solution has the asymptotics exp(
Here ψ is an eigenvector of the reflection transfer matrix corresponding to a solution of the Bethe equations (equations for critical points of the integrand, or in other words, Yang-Yang action when τ → 0), and S is the Yang-Yang action evaluated at this solution. A paper with a detailed discussion of this subject is in progress.
Appendix. Solutions of the classical reflection KZ equations
In this appendix we take the limit η, τ, ξ ± → 0 of the reflection qKZ equations in such a way that k := τ /η and δ ± := ξ ± /η are constant. We obtain classical reflection KZ equations. We construct integral solutions of the classical reflection KZ equations.
7.1. The reflection KZ equations. Define linear operators r(x) and κ δ (x) acting on C 2 ⊗ C 2 and C 2 , respectively as the first order terms in the asymptotics of the R-and K-matrix as η → 0,
where σ z = 1 0 0 −1 . The matrices r(x) and κ δ (x) have the interpretation of the classical counterparts of R(x; η) and K ξ (x), respectively; it follows that
It is easy to see that the transport operator A r (t; ξ + , ξ − ; τ ) (see (3.2)) featuring in the reflection qKZ equations (3.1) has the asymptotic expansion
Note that Θ(x, y) is P -symmetric and that ∂ y Θ(x, y) is symmetric in x and y, since
by (2.2) and
which is a direct consequence of (2.2). In the formal limit η → 0 the reflection quantum KZ equations (3.1) turn into the (classical) reflection KZ equations
for C 2 ⊗N -valued local smooth functions f cl in N variables, where ∂ t := ∂ ∂t . The equations (7.4) are the KZ equations for the Wess-Zumino-Witten conformal field theory with conformal boundary conditions and boundary operator at t = 0, cf., e.g., [6] .
The integrability of the reflection quantum KZ equations implies that (7.4) for k ∈ C × define a flat connection, i.e.
[a
for 1 ≤ r, s ≤ N . In fact, the first line of (7.5) follows from comparing the O(η 2 )-terms of the consistency equations (3.3) of the transport matrices for (ξ + , ξ − , τ ) = (ηδ + , ηδ − , 0) as η → 0, while the second line of (7.5) is equivalent to the symmetry of ∂ y Θ(x, y) in x and y. The flatness of (7.4) can also be checked using classical Yang-Baxter and reflection equations. 7.2. Integral solutions to the reflection KZ equations. We formulate the main result of this appendix in this subsection, which is a description of explicit integral solutions of the classical reflection KZ equation (7.4) . These are the formal classical limits of the bilateral series solutions of the associated quantum KZ equations (see Theorem 3.2).
To simplify the presentation we take b(x) to be b(x) = x (case XXX) or b(x) = sinh(x) (XXZ), and we will fix branch cut L + ⊂ C for the associated multi-valued function b(x) c (c ∈ C \ Z) to be
In the remained of the appendix we take b(x) c to be the univalued function e Log(b(x))c on x ∈ C \ L + , with Log the principal logarithm. Write
for the extension of the cut L + . The results described below easily extend to the rescaled versions of b(x) and to other choices of branch cuts.
To formulate the main result of the appendix we need to construct the classical analogues of the off-shell Bethe vectors 
β(x i ; t).
Since σ − 2 = 0 we have the explicit expression They satisfy the differential equations
which are the formal classical analogues as η → 0 of the difference equations with step size τ = ηk satisfied by the functions g ηδ+,ηδ− , h and F occurring as factors in the weight function of the bilateral series solutions of the reflection quantum KZ equation (see Theorem 3.2). Set
cl (x; t; ∆) :
F cl (t r ± x i ),
h cl (x i ± x j ). It is easy to check that f M,cl (t) is well defined and analytic on the domain (7.8) using the explicit expression (7.6) for the off-shell Bethe vector (note that |β(x + s; t)| = O(s .
Since Θ(x, y)e ± ⊗ e ± = 0 we conclude that Θ rs (t r , t s )β (M) (x; t)Ω equals
r,s ∈m b(x w(h) ± t r )b(x w(h) ± t mi ) .
For fixed i = h, the w-term of the inner sum is cancelled by the wσ i -term, where σ i ∈ S M is the transposition i ↔ h. Hence W (r)
m (x; t) = 0, as desired.
